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Paid Opportunities

The Mintz Levin Project Analyst Program
(Mintz Levin will be holding an information session about this opportunity in Marvin Center room 506, on Sept. 30th at 5pm)

Mintz Levin’s Project Analyst Program is an unparalleled opportunity for recent college graduates to gain experience within the legal and business environments of one of the country’s top law firms. There are currently 15 Project Analysts staffed in Mintz Levin’s Boston, New York, and Washington, D.C. offices. One of the unique aspects of the Program is the opportunity for Project Analysts to experience various practice areas within the Firm. The Boston Program allows Project Analysts to rotate every eight months into various sections, including: Business and Corporate Finance; Employment, Labor and Benefits; Healthcare; Immigration; Litigation; and Pro Bono; as well as Mintz Levin’s consulting affiliate, ML Strategies. Project Analysts in the New York office have primarily worked in the areas of Business and Finance and Litigation. In Washington, D.C., Project Analysts have worked extensively in the Federal practice area and ML Strategies, and have also been exposed to work in the practice areas of Communications, Healthcare and Litigation.

Responsibilities as a Project Analyst can range from financial analysis and trial preparation to client interviews and the organization of legal presentations. Analysts also coordinate and staff many of the firm’s pro bono and community service activities. Additional program information can be found on our website at http://www.mintz.com/careers/5/Project_Analysts.

Brown & Gould, LLP, are a civil litigation boutique located two blocks from the Bethesda metro stop, is looking for a student or recent grad to work part/full time assisting around the office where needed. This is a paid internship ($12.00/hr). This is a great opportunity to gain exposure to the legal field and build your resume. Our practice areas include contract law, toxic torts, and personal injury. You will gain exposure to all three. Assigned tasks will be primarily administrative, but we are a small firm taking on a lot of exciting projects.

Ideal candidates are detail-oriented, interested in the legal field, possess an excellent work ethic, and will work well with our team. Please include your availability with your application (start date and days/hours you are available).

Requirements:
Full-time student or recent grad, 3.0 GPA minimum

In order to apply, please send your cover letter, short writing sample, resume, and unofficial transcript to sditchfield@brownandgould.com. Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis, so send them in ASAP.
Famous DC, [https://www.famousdc.com/](https://www.famousdc.com/), an online news website with a lighter take on politics, is looking for two Content & Production Interns. This paid internship is open to students at all levels, and they are looking for anyone who is excited about writing, the goings-on in DC and politics in general to create content for the site. Communication, English and Political Science majors are preferred, but not required.

Please see more information in GWork posting 828135. Interested students should send a resume, cover letter and a relevant writing sample to sarah@famousdc.com. Please use “FamousDC Internship” in the subject line.

NEW POSTING!!

**Fostering the next generation of arts leaders**

Wolf Trap internships give budding professionals a competitive edge—whether they seek jobs in the arts or any other field.

Employers are looking for college graduates who can hit the ground running—those who don’t need training in basic workplace skills, like inter-office communications and coordinating multiple projects.

Wolf Trap internships provide these fundamental skills, as well as specialized training in specific disciplines—from technical theatre and arts management to fundraising, accounting, and special events.

Interns get a nuanced view of a field that is rapidly changing and what it takes to evolve and innovate. This experience helps interns build leadership skills that can be applied to the performing arts or any line of work they choose to pursue.

And last but certainly not least, Wolf Trap internships offer young professionals an opportunity to contribute to arts and education programs that enrich thousands of lives each year.

**APPLY TODAY:** [http://www.wolftrap.org/education/programs/internships/apply.aspx](http://www.wolftrap.org/education/programs/internships/apply.aspx)
NEW POSTING!!

Tobacco Cessation & Health Policy Intern – Winter 2015

Opening Date: October 1, 2015
City: Washington, DC
State: District of Columbia

Association:

National Office Responsibilities: You can make a difference at one of the nation’s leading health non-profits. Join the American Lung Association in the fight against tobacco, lung cancer, asthma, emphysema, air pollution and for lung health issues that afflict millions of people. We have a proud history of success in legislation, legal action, regulation and policy change that places us in the forefront of the most important public health and environmental issues facing our nation. Work with us to help those who suffer from lung disease today, and to stop the spread of lung disease tomorrow. This position is in the National Policy and Advocacy Division in the American Lung Association’s National Office located in Washington, DC. The Tobacco Cessation & Health Policy Intern will:

- Assist in the tracking of state actions (regulatory, legislative, etc.) to implement tobacco control-related provisions of the Affordable Care Act
- Assist in the tracking of state coverage (regulatory, legislative, etc.) of asthma guidelines-based care
- Assist in the creation of educational tools about tobacco cessation and the Affordable Care Act for public health advocates, health insurance plans and employers; including factsheets, sample letters, and PowerPoint presentations
- Assist in the development of toolkits and materials about guidelines-based asthma care for public health advocates, including factsheets, sample letters, PowerPoint presentations and social media
- Background research on state laws, policies and regulations concerning cessation coverage and other tobacco control topics
- Performing other duties as assigned, including some administrative tasks

Work Schedule: Up to 20 hours per week during normal business hours

Base Pay: $10.50/hour

Qualifications: Graduate Students with policy research experience preferred. Qualified candidates should possess skills in legislative, policy and document research, creative problem solving skills, a careful attention to detail, and the ability to handle multiple tasks simultaneously. Candidates must possess strong overall computer skills, particularly in Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Access. An interest in or knowledge of health and public health policy, the Affordable Care Act, tobacco control policy, asthma or other public health policies is desirable. Application Procedure: Please submit a one-page writing sample, cover letter and resume to: Maria Vanegas-Zea Assistant Vice President, Human Resources E-mail: alahr@lung.org

The American Lung Association is dedicated to a diverse workforce.
Internships

**NEW POSTING!!**

**Fall Program**

The Executive Office of the Mayor’s Fall L.E.A.D. DC Internship program offers undergraduate graduate students and recent college graduates the chance to gain valuable work experience in one of our departments.

We are looking for smart and hard-working individuals who are interested in gaining public service experience with the Executive Office of the Mayor of Washington, DC.

**Students have the opportunity to work in the following departments:**
- Mayor's Office of Talent and Appointments
- Office of the Secretary
- Office of Budget and Planning
- Office of General Counsel
- Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff

The program will last for 9 weeks from October 5th to December 4th. To apply, please submit an application via mota.dc.gov. Interns will be accepted on a rolling basis.

**NEW POSTING!!**

The office of Congressman Rick Allen (GA-12) is currently seeking interns to work in his DC office. Candidates should be enrolled college students or recent graduates seeking to learn more about the legislative and operational processes of the Hill. Intern duties consist of greeting constituents, answering phones, guiding Capitol tours, and assisting professional staff in a variety of different ways. Past interns have helped draft constituent letters, attended briefings, and performed preliminary research. Contact Walker.Gallman@mail.house.gov for more information.
START CAREERS

SPRING 2016 INTERNSHIPS: NOW HIRING

Interested in Homeland Security?
Diverse Internship Opportunities Available for a Wide Range of Majors, Including:
Communications, Criminology, GIS, Government, Public Policy, Language, Psychology and more

Final Deadline Nov. 13, 2015

For more information, visit:
www.start.umd.edu/careers
NEW POSTING!!
The Eleison Group is looking for fall, spring, and summer interns and graduate fellows. Intern and fellow time will be split between Eleison and one of Eleison's major clients, the American Values Network.

Applicants will need to understand the American church culture and have an interest in elected politics and issue advocacy. Applicants need to have exemplary research and writing skills, be creative thinkers, and have the ability to work independently.

Intern/fellows play a significant role in our projects and campaigns. We take our mentorship and commitment to our students after they complete our program very seriously. Responsibilities will include research for policy papers and memos, preparation for district meetings, help with press work, data collection and development, and some administrative duties. Special attention will be paid toward assisting students with academic credit, and we can work with students and their academic programs to turn intern projects into independent studies or honors theses.

Both full-time fellowships and internships in our Washington, D.C. office and part-time internships completed remotely are available.

Applicants should send a cover letter, resume, and a 1-2 page writing sample on a political or religious topic to asimpson@eleisongroup.com.
Environment America – Looking for entry-level staff
Right now, we’re hiring entry-level staff looking to kick start their career in environmental action and advocacy through our fellowship program and for people to help run our digital campaigns. We take pride in being strategic and disciplined—and in hiring a team with the grit it takes to get things done. That’s how we approach each of our campaigns, whether we’re defending President Obama’s Clean Power Plan against coal industry attacks or convincing more communities and companies to go solar.

BE AN ENVIRONMENT AMERICA FELLOW
Imagine yourself organizing a town hall meeting on solar power. Or imagine releasing a hard-hitting research report on power plant pollution. Or picture yourself building a community coalition around clean water or fracking. Imagine building the organizational power—the funds, the membership, the activist base and so on—that it takes to keep all of this critical work going for the long haul.
All of this is what you do as an Environment America fellow. Because this is how we build the support it takes to reduce global warming pollution, create more solar and wind power, spare our parks and forests from fracking, keep our beaches, rivers and streams clean, and protect our wildlife and wild places. Is it easy? No, we’re up against some wily opponents who are incredibly well-funded. Is it rewarding? Absolutely. And given global warming, fracking and all of the tough problems we’re facing right now, can you imagine doing anything more urgent and meaningful?

BE A DIGITAL CAMPAIGNER
Work with one of our campaign teams to run a powerful digital campaign to help solve global warming, expand solar energy or protect clean water.
You’ll write emails and campaign actions that you’ll send to hundreds of thousands of supporters; design and curate content for social media, and engage with our national community; coordinate with our field team of five to nine campaign organizers, and back them up with emails, web pages and digital strategy; develop partnerships and creative online tactics to build our audience and raise money; analyze the results of your work, and report on successes and failures; and keep your projects on track, hold people accountable to their deliverables, and communicate regularly with your team.

LOCATIONS: Washington, D.C.; Boston, MA; Denver, CO; Philadelphia, PA; Portland, OR; Raleigh, NC.

SALARY & BENEFITS
Salary for this position is $25,500 in the first year and $27,000 in the second year. Environment America offers a competitive benefits package. We also offer an excellent training program and opportunities for advancement.

TO LEARN MORE AND APPLY
jobs.environmentamerica.org – Early application deadline Oct. 25
Prism Group, a public affairs company with offices in DC and Europe, has an immediate need to fill a fall semester internship position located in Washington, DC (we are located on L and 19th, NW).

**Job Description**

Title: Public Affairs Intern  
Location: Washington D.C.  
Time commitment: Full / Part Time

**Description:**

To Prism Group how clients win is just as important as winning itself. Our recommendations are the result of practice and experience and our clients rely on our track record and tactical thinking for straight answers and unbiased advice.

Our collective experience includes extensive must-win campaign practice, crafting public affairs plans for multinational organizations, and operating successfully at the highest rungs of government, politics, and business – including work throughout Central and Eastern Europe, and the United States.

At Prism Group, you will get hands-on experiences in integrated PR practices. We are looking for a candidate with strong communications and writing skills and who is interested in challenging work and a dynamic career. The candidate will develop an understanding on a wide range of business, political, and economic issues in the U.S., Brussels, and Central & Eastern Europe, where our firm operates.

Responsibilities include supporting the firm’s communications team.:

- Prepare Daily Prism (our daily newsletter) and media clips for our political account
- Assist other colleagues in editing case studies
- Support for web related projects, including but not limited to blogging and social media
- Provide daily news clips for internal team and clients
- Draft press release outlines and briefing documents
- Conduct basic administrative duties

Contact Garrett Marquis at gm@prismstrategygroup.com if interested.

Local Progress is looking for fall and spring interns. Local Progress is a network of local elected officials from cities around the country. The members are united by their commitment to shared prosperity, equal justice under law, livable cities, quality public schools and good government that serves the public interest. Local Progress helps its members build connections and solidarity with one another, provides policy advice and expertise for decision makers at the local level, and helps local elected bodies, such as cities and school boards, move in concert to impact the national narrative and political landscape. Local Progress is housed at the Center for Popular Democracy (CPD) that works to create equity, opportunity and a dynamic democracy in partnership with high-impact base-building organizations, organizing alliances, and progressive unions. CPD strengthens our collective capacity to envision and win an innovative pro-worker, pro-immigrant, racial and economic justice agenda.

College credit may be available. Interested candidates should submit a resume and statement of interest to Tarsi Dunlop at tdunlop@populardemocracy.org.
LOOKING FOR FALL INTERNS

Paul Lachelier, Ph.D., a D.C. political sociologist and founder of the nonprofit, Learning Life, is looking for 1-2 interns this fall semester 2015 to assist with the development of metro D.C. democracy dialogues.

These dialogues would assemble interested area students, professors, citizens and professionals on a bi-monthly basis to talk about critical democracy topics and issues (civic engagement, voting rights, campaign finance reform, government accountability, economic democracy, etc.). The dialogues would serve to (a) engage more metro D.C. residents in democracy work, and (b) facilitate communication and collaboration among participants to strengthen democracy on local to international levels.

This fall’s democracy intern(s) will help with research and outreach tasks, including internet research, literature reviews, list development, and identifying and contacting potential partners and sponsors.

The democracy intern(s) will work closely with Mr. Lachelier in Washington D.C. Interns must be able to commit 5-6 hours/week, including a 4-5 hour face-to-face weekly work meeting. The internship is unpaid, but provides substantive experience and a recommendation letter upon satisfactory performance.

Interns should have strong research and writing skills, be comfortable contacting people, and have easy access to car and/or Metro to get to weekly meetings in D.C. Graphic/digital design skills are a plus, but not required.

HOW TO APPLY

Email paul@letlearninglive.org with your resume and your availability over the next five days (including any weekend days) for a phone interview. If there is a good fit, Mr. Lachelier will get back to you asap to schedule an interview.

We're the Fund for the Public Interest - a national non-profit organization that runs grassroots campaigns. Change in America happens when hundreds, thousands, or even millions, of people make their voices heard through petitions, emails, small donations, and meetings. Change takes people power and the Fund's job is to build that power. Right now, we are partnering with Environment America on their global warming campaign. So we are offering part time positions for college students with our campaign staff, and we are looking for strong leaders to fill our field manager positions as well. Field Managers oversee a team of 3 to 5 staff and are responsible for hitting goals in a particular town. They recruit, train, and manage their team both in the office and out in the field. We are also looking for seniors to fill our director positions next year all across the country. Directors run our campaign offices across the country year-round. Contact mschenkelberg@fundstaff.org if interested, or apply at http://fundforthepublicinterest.org/apply-now.html. Also our office phone number is 2025463965 if you have any questions. Thanks for your interest!
NASBE’s Internship Program
General Description
Working as an intern with NASBE can provide an experience that encompasses both the nonprofit and public sectors. The internship will give you an opportunity to interact with state board of education members, education leaders, policy experts, and government officials—all who work together shaping public education policy. NASBE offers a great working atmosphere and provides the opportunity to work with different parts of a nonprofit organization. Specific issues related to this internship position in particular will relate to policies designed to lead students to the development of 21st century or deeper learning skills which include mastery of academic content, critical thinking and problem solving, collaboration, communication, and key academic mindsets.
For those who are interested in education and education policy, an internship can provide a great opportunity in exchange for college credit or a stipend. If you are interested in shaping education policy or working with policymakers, then apply today.

Responsibilities – General association responsibilities may include:
Conducting literature reviews and research related to a range of topics including student engagement, 21st century assessments, rural education, and others; writing informational items for the membership; attending hearings, press conferences and other events; performing federal or state-level policy research; representing the organization in meetings with other educational organizations; putting information together for our membership; assisting at conferences; writing internal reports for panels and presentations attended; updating selected sections of website; reviewing past NASBE publications for website uploads; ability to travel locally

General Qualifications
Excellent research skills; a beginning knowledge of federal or state government; some working knowledge of education and/or health issues and vocabulary; An ability to think critically and analytically; Fluency with MS Office software; Currently attending an institution of higher education that allows internships and in which the student has obtained permission to participate.

Logistics
Interns may receive a stipend for a semester depending on their assignment, time commitment and financial need. NASBE offices are located at 333 John Carlyle Street, Alexandria, VA and are easily accessible from the DC metro yellow and blue lines. Start dates are somewhat flexible depending upon a student’s school schedule. Student is responsible for housing, board, and transportation.

How to Apply
Send a cover letter, resume, and a 3- to 5-page writing sample (excerpts are fine) to acep@nasbe.org with “Application for Internship” in the subject heading. Applications are rolling.
Upcoming Events/Announcements

For our Hayek Speaker Series, please join the F.A. Hayek Program for Advanced Study in Philosophy, Politics, and Economics at the Mercatus Center at George Mason University for a consideration of “The Continuing Relevance of Hayek’s The Constitution of Liberty” with remarks by eminent legal scholar Richard Epstein, the Laurence A. Tisch Professor of Law and Director of the Classical Liberal Institute at New York University School of Law.

Date: October 8, 2015
Time: 4:00 – 5:30 p.m.
Location: George Mason University, Arlington Campus
Founders Hall Auditorium, Room 134
3351 Fairfax Drive, Arlington, VA 22201

Professor Epstein will draw on his most recent book, The Classical Liberal Constitution: The Uncertain Quest for Limited Government (Harvard, 2014), in which he employs close textual reading, historical analysis, and political and economic theory to urge a return to the classical liberal theory of governance that animated the framers' original text, and to the limited government this theory supports.

The lecture will be followed by a reception from 5:30pm-6:30pm. Professor Epstein will also be available to sign copies of his new book.

Although the event is free and open to the public, we ask that anyone interested in coming to the event, RSVP here: https://mercatuscenter.wufoo.com/forms/zn7j20d1eb6s4e

NEW POSTING!!

International Religious Freedom: Toward a Model of Transatlantic Cooperation
Thursday, October 8, 2015
9:00 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.
Copley Formal Lounge,
Georgetown University

Several European countries, the EU, and Canada have recently addressed religious freedom in their foreign policies. Given that US policy is already shaped by the International Religious Freedom Act (IRFA) passed by Congress, the potential exists for transatlantic cooperation in promoting religious freedom. However, differences among Western democracies are significant. This dialogue—the first in a year-long series on IRFA policy—aims to identify these differences and find ways to accommodate or overcome them in the urgent task of advancing international religious freedom.

This day-long event will feature many speakers from academia and the policy world, including one of the world's leading sociologists, Peter Berger of Boston University; New York Times columnist David Brooks; and David Saperstein, US ambassador-at-large for international religious freedom.

RSVP HERE:
http://berkleycenter.georgetown.edu/events/rsvp/international-religious-freedom-toward-a-model-of-transatlantic-cooperation
Publishing Opportunity

The Journal of Politics & International Affairs (JPIA) is seeking qualified student submissions to be published in the Fall 2015 issue. JPIA is a student-run journal that publishes papers written by undergraduate students in the areas of Political Science, International Studies, Economics, Public Affairs, Sociology and related fields. Publication in the Journal is an opportunity to reach a wider audience outside of the class, as well as a learning experience through the editing and feedback process. We seek to publish high quality papers that address current events and relevant subjects in the areas of politics and international affairs. Ideal submissions are both informative and argumentative, with well-developed theses and strong mechanics.

The Journal typically publishes 10-20 page essays written for upper-level courses, however we welcome submissions of any length and topic that falls within the scope of the Journal. All majors and class ranks are invited.

If this opportunity is of interest to you, please visit http://u.osu.edu/jpia/submit-manuscript/ to submit an essay. The deadline is October 15, 2015, and submissions are reviewed on a rolling basis. We have recently updated our submission guidelines, which can be found here http://u.osu.edu/jpia/submission-guidelines/, and ask you to carefully review them before submitting.

GW has secured 25 complimentary student registrations for the Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute Public Policy Conference. October 6-8, 2015 - Washington Convention Center - Washington DC

Open to undergraduate and graduate students. If interested, send your full name and email address ASAP to Khadija Lalani klalani@gwu.edu. First come, first served.

NEW POSTING!!

APSA established the Minority Student Recruitment Program (MSRP) to advance diversity in political science. In collaboration with undergraduate and graduate political science departments, the program identifies undergraduate students from under-represented backgrounds who show potential for or are interested in doctoral study, and shares their recruitment information with APSA MSRP Recruiting graduate departments. We will be forwarding the MSRP database to departments late next week for fall recruitment. To enroll yourself in the database please visit: https://apsa.wufoo.com/forms/for-faculty-and-students-msrp-enrollment/

NEW POSTING!!

Saha Global will be hosting an information session on Tuesday, Oct.6th at 12pm in the Milken Institute School of Public Health, 2nd Floor Conference Room.

To RSVP: GWork < Information Session < Saha Global

Saha Global’s current work focuses on providing access to clean water and electricity to rural communities in West Africa. Saha Global empowers women in rural communities to solve their village’s need for clean water and electricity by providing business opportunities. How do they do it? Saha Global brings leaders from around the world to West Africa through their Global Leadership Program where they train local women to launch profitable social enterprises. All of the revenue from these businesses stays in the community and is managed by the women entrepreneurs. To date, Saha Global has launched 74 clean water businesses and 8 solar electricity businesses, which serve 39,534 people. 100% of these businesses are still in operation today.
THE END OF SOVEREIGNTY?
Friday, October 9, 2015 — 1:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
359 Duques Hall, George Washington University, 2201 G Street NW (at 22nd Street), Washington, DC

The Potomac Center for the Study of Modernity is pleased to announce its Fall 2015 symposium, The End of Sovereignty?

The concept of nation-state sovereignty has been near the core of modern politics and modern theories of politics. The fecund notion of sovereignty as supreme authority has functioned as the norm and measure for both state power and also somewhat surprisingly for individual subjectivity as well. Sovereignty, in the most common acceptations, denotes the conjoint status of independence and supremacy; it arguably underwrites both theories of empire and modern individualism. Many scholars have argued that state sovereignty is now “waning,” that it is diminished by transnational circuits of capital, people, and nonstate powers. In an era of globalization, state governments seem to have diminished capacity to govern their populations or control the flow of goods, people, and capital across state borders. Perhaps we could also say the same about individual sovereignty. Individuals are losing access to governing decision-making, to autonomous expressions of individual subjectivity, and instead, like states, are increasingly vulnerable to powers that undermine their ability for self-determination.

There is a growing sense that modernity has outlived the idea of sovereignty, and that this concept is no longer accurate or adequate to describe our world and our ways of moving through it. What are the effects of the end of sovereignty, and what is lost? What value is there in discarding the term for contemporary political projects, or is sovereignty necessary to sustain political projects such as indigenous rights, environmental protection, and radical democracy? This event will debate the extent of the waning of sovereignty for both individuals and states, the salience of the very concept of sovereignty for contemporary politics, and whether there is an affirmative politics that could emerge at the end of sovereignty.

Speakers: Jane Bennett, Professor, Political Science, Johns Hopkins University; Patchen Markell, Associate Professor, Political Science, University of Chicago; Mick Smith, Professor and Queen’s National Scholar, School of Environmental Studies, Queen’s University

Chair: Elisabeth Anker, Associate Professor, American Studies and Political Science, George Washington University
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT-ALUMNI NETWORKING NIGHT

Wednesday, October 14, 6:30-8:30pm
Marvin Center Continental Ballroom

Attend this important event to network with GW international alumni who have successfully navigated the intern and job search process in the U.S. and around the world. Network with others who understand the realities of the international student search process.

The Children’s Environmental Health Network’s 10th Annual Child Health Advocate Award Reception

Please join us to celebrate our 10th anniversary of CEHN’s Annual Child Health Advocate Award Reception! It will be held at the Milken Institute School of Public Health in Washington, DC on November 12th from 5:30-8pm. This exciting and unique event will honor and celebrate key leaders, including youth, for their tireless efforts to promote safe and healthy environments for all children.

This year’s award recipients are:

Science Award: Dr. Walter Rogan, NIEHS Epidemiology Branch (retired)

Policy Award: Carol Stroebel, Long-time advocate for policies protecting public interest/public health, most recently CEHN Director of Training and Policy

Child Health Advocate Awards: Gina McCarthy, US Environmental Protection Agency Administrator (invited), and Dr. Gail Christopher, Vice President for Policy and Senior Advisor, W.K. Kellogg Foundation (invited)

Nsedu Obot Witherspoon (N.O.W.) Youth Leadership Award: Annie Willis, Leader with Global Kids, Inc.

We look forward to seeing you in November! Register here: https://www.regonline.com/CEHNAward2015

E-International Relations (www.E-IR.info) is the world's leading open access website for students and scholars of international politics. Everything on the website is free to view.

The website contains thousands of expert-written articles and blogs, interviews with leading scholars, and a range of free e-books. In addition, we have a vibrant students section and run a monthly essay award where you can win a prize of £100 of book tokens by writing for the website.

We hope you visit and join the hundreds of thousands of students and academics who make up our readership. For ease you can also follow us on twitter and facebook and we will keep you up to date with our publications.
NEW POSTING!!

GW 1st CIA Day
Thursday, October 8, 2015, 1-7pm
Marvin Center, 3rd floor

Curious about how your skills can be applied to a career in the CIA? Students from all majors and academic programs are invited to join the CIA for a series of presentations, small group and individual discussions, and a CIA career fair at GW's 1st CIA Day.

Learn about the diverse careers available; explore the different directorates; get information about the clearance process; connect with senior leaders; and much more during this interactive day with CIA.

During this conference-style event, students may choose to participate in every session, or decide which sessions are most relevant to them. Registered students will receive a schedule of the day's sessions in advance. RSVP today in Gwork!

TENTATIVE SESSIONS INCLUDE:

GENERAL INFORMATION SESSION
Hear a broad perspective about the world of careers available within the CIA, as well as the skills they seek from current students/recent graduates. This short overview will be offered at the beginning and end of the day (duration- 30 minutes).

SECURITY CLEARANCE SESSION
Hear a broad perspective about the world of careers available within the CIA, as well as the skills they seek from current students/recent graduates. This short overview will be offered at the beginning and end of the day (duration- 30 minutes).

CIA FAIR
Interact with CIA professionals who represent several of the divisions and occupations available within the CIA. Students will be invited to go to different Directorate tables in this "career fair" style session (available throughout the day).

DIRECTORATE SPECIALTY SESSIONS
Take a closer look at some of the different Directorates that make up the CIA during these quick, 30 minute presentations hosted throughout the day.
NEW POSTING!!

With Abdel Razzaq Takriti

Abdel Razzaq Takriti is Associate Professor and Arab-American Educational Foundation Chair in Modern Arab History at the University of Houston. He was elected as a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society in 2014 and was an Academic Visitor in Modern History at St Edmund Hall, Oxford in 2015. He is the author of Monsoon Revolution: Republicans, Sultans, and Empires in Oman, 1965-1976 (2013) which was a finalist for the Royal Historical Society’s Gladstone Prize for Best Debut Book in non-British History, received Honorable Mention from the University of Cambridge’s British-Kuwait Friendship Association Bookprize, and was selected by the editors of Zer0 Books as one of the “Best Books of 2013”.

Takriti holds a DPhil from St Antony’s College, Oxford for which he was awarded the Middle East Studies Association of North America (MESA) Malcolm Kerr Prize for Best Dissertation in the Humanities and the British Society of Middle Eastern Studies (BRISMES) Leigh Douglas Memorial Prize for Best Dissertation in the Social Sciences or the Humanities. He is currently co-authoring a book (with Professor Karma Nabulsi) on the history of the Palestinian Revolution.

Tuesday, October 13, 2015
3:30 p.m.
Room 505
1957 E St NW
RSVP Here: http://tinyurl.com/o4spf63

“An Emotion Like in Kind”: Necropolitics and the Uses of Psychology in British-Occupied Iraq, 1914-32
With Sara Pursley

Sara Pursley is a Cotsen Postdoctoral Fellow at Princeton University. She received her PhD in history in 2012 from the Graduate Center of CUNY, where she taught for two years in the master’s program in Middle East Studies and for three years in the history department of Queens College. She works on the cultural and social history of the modern Middle East, especially around questions of subject formation, gender, economic development and modernization theory, conceptions of time and space, histories of psychology and selfhood, and the expansion of American influence in the region.

Pursley is working on her first book manuscript, Familiar Futures: Time, Selfhood, and Sovereignty in Iraq, 1932-63 (Stanford University Press). It looks at how various notions of time and selfhood shaped pedagogical interventions in the family, the school system, and the law, especially in the context of decolonization, the dawn of the global “age of development,” and the 1958 Iraqi revolution. Her planned second book explores the social and ecological effects of postwar land settlement projects in Iraq, Syria, and Jordan that relocated peasants and pastoral nomads onto isolated nuclear-family farms in accordance with US Cold War modernization theories of agrarian reform and political stability. In 2016, Pursley will join the department of Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies at NYU as assistant professor of modern Middle East history.

Wednesday, October 21st, 2015
4:00 PM
Lindner Family Commons, Room 602
1957 E St NW
RSVP Here: http://tinyurl.com/q5h65ew
NEW POSTING!!
The Journal of Undergraduate International Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison is currently accepting submissions for its Fall 2015 issue.

The Journal seeks to publish the best undergraduate work across the country related to international themes and topics including, but not limited to: international conflict and conflict resolution, human rights, environmental issues, culture, history, comparative politics and economics, development and trade, global security and international health. To view previous issues, please visit: www.juis.global.wisc.edu.

Our submissions generally range in length from 5 to 20 pages. Submissions must not have been published in any other publication. Current undergraduates and recent graduates (one semester out or less) are eligible to submit their work. To submit your work, email it as an attachment to juis@global.wisc.edu, following these guidelines:

1. Submit as a word document, not a PDF or other type of file
2. Use an easily read font, such as Times New Roman
3. Double-space your document
4. Follow the Chicago Manual of Style for all citations (for help, visit http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html). This is not a requirement unless the piece is selected for publication
5. Convert all your citations and footnotes to endnotes
6. Make sure your name and academic affiliation are not present in the text of your work
7. Include an abstract of 100 words or less

Submissions must be received by Sunday October 11 at 11:59 pm CST. We look forward to reading your work!

We also welcome photos, either related to or independent of the content of submitted essays. These photos could appear on the cover of the journal or on our website, www.juis.global.wisc.edu. Photos can be sent as high-resolution jpegs to juis@global.wisc.edu. Please indicate the subject, the location, and the date of the photo, as well as your name and university affiliation.
The Ohio State Undergraduate Law Review is looking for quality papers written by undergraduate students in any topic pertaining to the law. Any previously written papers that have not been published elsewhere are welcome, as are papers of any length or citation style. All accepted papers will be edited to Bluebook style citations. Students should include a title page with their name, undergraduate institution, and year of graduation.

Students should send their articles to ohiostateundergradlr@gmail.com. The deadline for submissions is October 15, 2015, and submissions will be considered on a rolling basis. Students will be notified via email when our team has decided whether or not to extend an offer of publication. More details about the editing process will be sent to students upon submission.

**International Students:** Peer-to-peer career advising, including resume and cover letter critiques. Available via drop in hours: September 9 - December 4, 2015.

**Hours:** Monday – Thursday: 10am-8pm*, Friday: 10am – 4pm

*Tuesday no hours between 1pm and 2pm.

**Location:** Science and Engineering Hall (22nd and H entrance), Resource Rooms #1230 and #1240

The Peace Alliance is a national peacebuilding advocacy organization in DC working to promote alternatives to incarceration and militarization, and increase our use of transformative peacebuilding approaches in dealing with conflict.

Our national conference is coming up on October 16th-20th and it is focused on the Five Peacebuilding Cornerstones of our Be the Movement initiative: **Empowering Community**, **Peacebuilding**, **Teaching Peace in Schools**, **Humanizing Justice Systems**, **Cultivating Personal Peace**, and **Fostering International Peace**. We will have panels of high profile speakers on each of the above cornerstones, various film screenings, advocacy training sessions, opportunities for networking, and trips to the Hill to lobby Representatives and Senators. Our conferences provide an incredible opportunity for students to get first-hand lobbying and social justice advocacy training.

We are offering a special $50 rate for students (though if students have financial limitations and need scholarships, they can email sally@peaceallianceorg to work our free attendance). Anyone with interest can register at: [http://peacealliance.org/be-the-movement-national-conference-in-dc/](http://peacealliance.org/be-the-movement-national-conference-in-dc/)

**NEW POSTING!!**
The Tocqueville Forum “The Future of the Western Experiment” an address by Dr. Arthur Herman, Senior Fellow at the Hudson Institute

**Tuesday, October 6th, 2015**

6:00 PM

ICC Auditorium

[http://tocquevilleforum.georgetown.edu](http://tocquevilleforum.georgetown.edu)
tocquevilleforum@georgetown.edu